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Introduction
Welfare includes both the physical and mental wellbeing of the turkey. Your
actions impact on the welfare of the birds you catch.
Poor catching, herding, handling and loading practices are sources of stress and
trauma to turkeys. Handling response varies with age, weight, sex and
conditioning.
If catchers and loaders are careful, conscientious and properly supervised, then
they can reduce the number of injuries to the turkeys.

You can improve the welfare of turkeys through your actions!
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Why Treat Turkeys Humanely?
It is Essential to Treat Turkeys Carefully to:
 Prevent pain and fear
 Prevent death, bruising and skeletal trauma such as broken bones
or dislocated bones= Reduces monetary losses
 It is the LAW!
 It’s the RIGHT THING TO DO!

Rough handling can cause piling, suffocation, excessive stress, death or
other types of trauma

Common Types of Trauma
in Turkeys:

Diagram of a Turkey Skeleton

 Broken Wing Bones
(Radius, Ulna, Humerus)
as a result of loading and herding
 Dislocated Joints
From poor handling during
load out procedures
 Scratching and Bruising
from herding and rough handling

By treating birds humanely, you can prevent pain and suffering.
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Bird Behaviour
Turkeys are naturally curious. Birds will walk toward you when you enter the barn.
Male turkeys (toms) may be aggressive (lunge, jump).
Turkeys also exhibit herding behaviour so they can be efficiently herded for
loading.

Sssshhhh!
!!!

Always:
 Move quietly among birds to reduce fear
 Do not yell or shout
 Walk slowly among birds

 Watch for birds piling into corners, along the walls or at the
loader. Suffocation or injuries can result.
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Humane Handling
Handle Birds Carefully:
Do NOT load obviously sick or injured birds.
 Hand catching
 Do NOT swing birds by the legs when you are carrying them.
 Do NOT carry birds by wings or neck only, but you may need to control
the bird’s wing actions to avoid injury.
 Based on bird size, maximum amount of birds to carry is no more than
three birds total, two in one hand and one in the other.
 Do NOT throw or drop birds.
 Turkey Loaders/ Herding
 Use herding corals/gates
 Herd small groups of birds towards the loader
 Work together to herd birds: using flags or
bags or brooms to encourage birds to move
(visual cues)

DO NOT LOAD Sick or Injured Birds
Sick or injured birds should not be
loaded. Point them out to the
Producer or Farm Manager for
them to deal with.

Remember, birds must
be treated carefully!
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Humane Handling
Placing Birds in Liners
 Gently place birds into liner
 Ensure birds are in an upright position and all birds can rest on
the floor at the same time
 Ensure all parts of the bird are inside before closing the door
 The transport driver will determine the number of birds per bin
 Use two hands to support birds to strategically place into bins:
 Manual Loading: Legs and wing or legs and breast
 Mechanical Loader: Neck and supporting rear of bird
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Transporting Birds
Parameters around loading density:
 Follow transport driver direction
 Maximum of 98 kg/M² or 2.16 lbs/ft²
 Reduce loading density in hot weather

General considerations:







Minimize the time on the truck
Weather factors/ tarping
Bird holding facilities
Route planning
Vehicle Maintenance
Canadian Livestock Transporter Course

Remember, birds must be treated carefully!

Humane Handling
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